The latest issue of our bimonthly newsletter is now available. Click [here](#) to read the January-February issue of adobe medicus. Find out about a new course our faculty developed that focuses on the care of people with disabilities, the HSLIC student awards, the UpToDate mobile app, our student worker's first-place win at the Google Hackathon and more.
Library Acquires Top-of-the-Line Torso Model for Study and Instruction

March 26, 2015

The library just acquired a new torso model that is available for checkout from the Service Point for three-hour time slots inside the library only. The model was made by Somso, a German manufacturer known for its production of high-quality models that are highly durable and accurate. The hand-painted form can be separated into 41 parts and transformed into a male or female model. To check it out, show your HSC badge at the Service Point.
Library Subscribes to Two New Resources: Clinical Pharmacology and ToxED

April 6, 2015

HSLIC now has access to a new drug reference tool called Clinical Pharmacology, which includes drug monographs, information on drug interactions, drug calculators, patient education handouts and many more resources. HSLIC’s subscription also includes ToxED, a toxicology reference tool that aids in assessment, diagnosis and management of poison and overdose emergencies. Funding for Clinical Pharmacology and ToxED is being provided by the Poison Control Center.

Click here to access Clinical Pharmacology/ToxED or visit the HSLIC home page and click on “Databases” in the search box, then on “C” and on the “Clinical Pharmacology” link. If you have questions about this resource, please contact Karen McElfresh, Resource Management Librarian, at kmcelfresh@salud.unm.edu or (505) 272-4943.

Read the March-April Issue of adobe medicus

April 22, 2015

The March-April issue of adobe medicus, our bimonthly newsletter, is now available. Click here to read about the new “Native Voices” exhibit, CPR drills held at the library, our broader support of desktop and laptop computers, our new torso model that’s available for checkout and much more.
Native Voices Exhibit Reveals Native Peoples' Perspectives on Health and Illness

April 24, 2015

A new exhibit in the Domenici Center's auditorium lobby features multimedia listening stations. "Native Voices: Native Peoples' Concepts of Health and Illness," the National Library of Medicine's (NLM's) traveling exhibit, explores the connections among wellness, illness and cultural life for contemporary American Indians, Alaska Natives and Native Hawaiians. It will be available for public viewing through October 18, 2015, from 8 a.m. until 6 p.m.

In the exhibit, healers, elders and other key figures describe how epidemics, loss of land, loss of lives and the inhibition of culture in the 19th and 20th centuries affect the health of Native individuals and communities today. You can use headphones at the multimedia stations to watch video segments. "Native Voices" presents an inspiring story of endurance, resilience and self-determination. Click here for more information.

Send Your Creative Submissions to Medical Muse by May 15th

April 24, 2015

Medical Muse has extended the submission deadline for the Spring 2015 issue to May 15th. We are seeking submissions from all members of the UNM Health Sciences Center community — students, staff, faculty, residents, nurses, patients, etc. — for poetry, fiction, memoirs, essays, photography and fine art. Please send your submissions to medicalmuse@salud.unm.edu. If you have questions, please contact Laura Hall at 272-6518.

The literary journal is devoted to the inquiries, experiences and meditation of the INM Health Sciences Center community. Click here to access the most recent issue.
Katherine Mandeville, MD, to Discuss Data Extraction from DOH Database Today

May 1, 2015

The next lecture in our Biomedical Informatics Seminar Series (BioMISS) will be held today. Katherine Mandeville, MD, an assistant professor in UNM’s Department of Emergency Medicine, is the featured speaker.

In her lecture, “Accessing, Reviewing and Improving Data Accuracy in State-Held EMS Data Banks,” she will discuss her work in extracting data on out-of-hospital cardiac arrests from the Department of Health’s electronic database, called NMEMSTARS. It is a process that is often complicated by human issues. Dr. Mandeville will describe her efforts to link NMEMSTARS arrests to outcomes and her experience with improving reporting from emergency services into NMEMSTARS.

The lecture will be held in Room 228 of the library from 9 to 10 a.m. Everyone is invited to attend.
Outlook Training Session on Shared-Mailbox Calendaring to Be Held Tomorrow

May 9, 2015

Tomorrow, a training course will be held at the hospital on the shared-mailbox calendar functions in Outlook. This course is intended for those who are responsible for managing calendars and requesting appointments for departments or special-purpose groups. The curriculum covers best practices for scheduling meetings, sending recurring meeting requests and using shared or resource mailboxes.

The 90-minute course will begin at 1 p.m. in the Lobo classroom at the hospital, which is next to Administration on the first floor. Anyone from the Health Sciences Center community is welcome to attend. Please register via Learning Central to save your seat; our classroom will accommodate only 12 students.

See Our New Library Subject Guides and A-Z Database Pages

May 13, 2015

HSLIC recently upgraded our Library Subject Guides and A–Z Database pages, so they now have a new look and feel. You can view the subject-guides page here and the database page here. If you have questions or comments about the new design, please email Ingrid Hendrix, our Nursing Services Librarian, at jhendrix@salud.unm.edu.
HSLIC Presents Awards to Three Medical Students and One Pharmacy Student

May 14, 2015

Three graduating medical students and one pharmacy student recently received awards from the library.

For the past 10 years, library faculty members have solicited nominations from HSC faculty, preceptors and residents to recognize medical, nursing and pharmacy students who excel in various aspects of information retrieval, critical appraisal, teaching and communication, and informatics. Our 2015 awardees each received a certificate and monetary award at their college or school’s awards ceremony. Congratulations to this year’s winners!

In the first photo above are our award winners from the medical school. At left is Dhyana Velasco, who won the HSLIC Award for Excellence in Informatics; Daphne Olson, who won the HSLIC Award for Excellence in Information Seeking & Critical Appraisal; and Jon Eldredge, PhD, HSLIC’s Coordinator, Evidence-Based and Translational Science Services. Not pictured is Henning De May, who also won the HSLIC Award for Excellence in Information Seeking & Critical Appraisal.

Pictured in the next photo are Alexandra Sible, who won the HSLIC William G. Troutman Award for Excellence in Information Retrieval, Analysis & Communication, and Sarah Morley, PhD, who is HSLIC’s Clinical Services Librarian and the chair of the HSLIC Student Awards Committee.
How to Recall a Sent Email in Outlook

May 28, 2015

It happens. You send an email without the attachment, or to the wrong person, or with a message that really should be worded differently. Luckily, you can recall a sent message in Outlook — as long as the recipient hasn’t opened the email yet.

To recall a sent message, go to your “Sent items” folder and double-click on the email you want to recall. When it opens, click on the downward arrow to the right of “Actions” in the “Move” menu located in the center of the ribbon (toolbar). Click on “Recall This Message.”

If you want to find out whether or not the recall was successful, make sure there is a checkmark at the bottom of the dialogue box that appears, next to the text that says, “Tell me if recall succeeds or fails for each recipient” and press “OK.”

If a recipient has already read your message by the time you request the recall, you will receive an email saying “Message Recall Failure.” If the recipient has not read your message yet, you will receive an email saying “Message Recall Success.”
Eight New Dell Laptops Available for Checkout

June 10, 2015

HSLIC has eight new Dell Latitude E5440 Laptops for checkout at the Service Point. They are available for four-hour checkout to UNM students, faculty and staff with an HSC badge or UNM LoboCard.

These machines run on Windows 7 and feature 14-inch screens. Compared to the laptops that were available previously, these have longer battery life, faster processors and more memory, and they weigh less.

We have changed the way you log in to the laptops. Now you must log in using your HSC Net ID and password, which means that you must be in a place where you can access our secure WiFi. Typically, you can do this anywhere on north campus, but taking one of the laptops to main campus or Starbucks will not work unless you have already logged in while on the HSC campus. This change provides better security, both for our patrons and for HSLIC. If you do not have an HSC NetID, we can provide you with a guest username and password at the Service Point.

You also can check out iPads, headphones, a digital camera, a portable AV set with a microphone, an audio recorder, an external floppy drive, a digital timer and dry erase marker sets.

Questions? Call the HSLIC Service Point at 272-2311.
May-June Issue of Library Newsletter Now Available

June 15, 2015

The latest issue of our bimonthly newsletter is now available. Click here to read the May–June issue of adobe medicus. You’ll learn about the HSC students who won HSLIC awards, two new resources we’ve acquired, a story about how library faculty members helped Poison Control Center Director and professor Susan Smolinske, PharmD, locate some much-needed resources and more.
Outlook Training Class Features Overview and Hands-On Lab

July 13, 2015

If you have questions about Outlook, attend our next training session on Tuesday, August 11, from 10 to 11:15 a.m. in the Med 2 classroom.

This 75-minute class will consist of a 45-minute overview and a 30-minute lab. Topics will include an in-depth look at how to use rules, the differences between groups and a listserv, the differences between delegation and sharing, and how to use each. The lab will allow time for experimentation, as well as a question-and-answer session.

Bring your laptop with Outlook 2011 pre-installed and configured. Registration in Learning Central is required. Log in with your UNM NetID, then type “HSCLink Outlook Overview” or “HSC 1312” into the “Search Catalog” box at the right side of the screen.

Next Zotero Training Class Today in Library on August 11

July 18, 2015

zotero

Our next Zotero training class will be held on Tuesday, August 11, from noon to 1 p.m. in room 226 of the library.

Zotero is a research tool that helps you gather, organize and analyze sources and then share the results of your research. It’s the only research tool that automatically senses content in your web browser, allowing you to add it to your personal library with a single click.

You will learn how to create a free Zotero account, install the necessary software on your computer, import citations from a variety of databases, learn to use Zotero with Google Scholar and capture website information from non-academic databases or resources. The session includes a hands-on component that lets you practice skills such as creating bibliographies and in-text citations.

Click here for more information and to register.
Free Ice Cream in Front of Library on Thursday, July 30

July 18, 2015

Free ice cream will be provided, while supplies last, from noon until 1 p.m. on Thursday, July 30, in front of the library. UNM Athletics is providing the ice cream, and the event is part of the UNM Staff Council’s Staff Appreciation initiative. On main campus, ice cream will be available in the Student Support & Services Center (SSSC) lobby and at the Dominguez Plaza Fountain, near Zimmerman Library.

New LibGuide Showcases New Resources Each Month

July 30, 2015

HSLIC has created a new LibGuide to showcase the new resources the library acquires each month. New Material at HSLIC lists the new eBooks and print books we received in June and the new media, print books and eBooks we have received in July.

Questions? Contact Karen McElfresh, Resource Management Librarian, at kmcelfresh@salud.unm.edu or (505) 272-4943.

Get Free Hot Dogs at North Campus Welcome Back Day on August 19

August 2, 2015

Get free hot dogs and Pepsi products at North Campus Welcome Back Day on Wednesday, August 19, from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. The event will take place on the plaza between Fitz Hall and the Nursing & Pharmacy building. Student organizations and north campus departments, including the library, will have information booths. Many events are scheduled for the main-campus Welcome Back Days, August 14 through 21.
New Torso Model Available for Checkout at Service Point

August 19, 2015

The library has acquired a new torso model that is available for checkout from the Service Point for three-hour time slots inside the library. The model was made by Somso, a German manufacturer known for its production of high-quality models that are highly durable and accurate. The hand-painted form can be separated into 41 parts and transformed into a male or female model. To check it out, show your HSC badge at the Service Point.
Applications Being Accepted for New Clinical Informatics Fellowship

August 20, 2015

The Department of Internal Medicine is establishing a clinical informatics fellowship. At the completion of this training, fellows will be eligible to sit for the clinical informatics board certification exam. The fellowship is an applied fellowship, meaning the goal is to train clinicians in the best methods to deploy and maintain health information technologies (including electronic health records).

To be eligible to apply, you need to be board-eligible or board-certified in any of the clinical medical specialties. Even though the fellowship is administered at UNM through the Department of Internal Medicine, you do not need to be an internist to be eligible. No background in computer science or engineering is required.

The fellowship includes three mentored projects, a web-based clinical informatics curriculum and a local (UNM-based) clinical informatics lecture series. Salary and fellowship expenses are covered, similar to other clinical fellowships (e.g., cardiology, endocrinology) and is based on your program year (e.g., PGY-4, PGY-5).

If you are interested or have questions, please contact Philip Kroth, MD, Program Director.
Library Newsletter Now Available Online

August 25, 2015

The July–August issue of our bimonthly newsletter is now available. In this issue of *adobe medicus*, you'll learn about some of our staff members’ move to the new CIO's office; our new visiting faculty member, Dr. Stuart Nelson; changes in requirements to access HSC VPN service; a new LibGuide that showcases the library's new resources; and more.
The first lecture in our 2015-16 Biomedical Informatics Seminar Series will be presented by Gregory L. Heileman, PhD, Associate Provost for Curriculum and a professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, on Thursday, September 17th, at 10 a.m. in room 228. His BioMISS lecture is titled “The Development of a Cloud-Based Student Analytics Framework at UNM.” Heileman’s research interests are in the areas of information security, the theory of computing and information, machine learning, data structures and algorithmic analysis.

All BioMISS lectures for the 2015–16 season will be held on Thursdays from 10–11 a.m. in room 228 of the Health Sciences Library and Informatics Center (HSLIC). Everyone is invited to attend.
Outlook Training Class for Mac Users to Be Held on September 15th

September 1, 2015

If you are a Mac user who has questions about Outlook, attend our next training session on Tuesday, September 15th, from 2 to 3:30 p.m. in the Domenici Center (west building), room B112. This intermediate-level class consists of a 45-minute overview and a 45-minute hands-on lab.

Topics include an in-depth look at how to use rules, the differences between groups and a listserv, the differences between delegation and sharing, and how to use each. The lab will allow time for experimentation, as well as a Q&A session. Bring your Mac with Outlook 2011 pre-installed and configured. Registration in Learning Central is required. Log in with your UNM NetID, then type “Outlook 2011 for Mac” or “HSC 1333” into the “Search Catalog” box at the right side of the screen.

Questions? Contact Mary McCarthy at 925-6904 or MKMcCarthy@salud.unm.edu.
Learn How to Use Zotero for Citation Management on September 16th

September 1, 2015

Our next Zotero training class will be held on Wednesday, September 16th, from 11 a.m. until noon in room 226 of the library. Please register in our Zotero LibGuide.

Zotero is a research tool that helps you gather, organize and analyze sources and then share the results of your research. It's the only research tool that automatically senses content in your web browser, allowing you to add it to your personal library with a single click.

You will learn how to create a free Zotero account, install the necessary software on your computer, import citations from a variety of databases, learn to use Zotero with Google Scholar and capture website information from non-academic databases or resources. The session includes a hands-on component that lets you practice skills such as creating bibliographies and in-text citations.

Library Adds Third Walking Treadmill

September 8, 2015

HSLIC has placed a third walking treadmill at the north end of the third floor. All three treadmills have adjustable desks, padded armrests and Bluetooth display. Please wear soft-soled shoes (no bare feet allowed) and, after you use a treadmill, wipe down the desk.
Get Your Outlook Questions Answered on Thursday, October 14

September 12, 2015

Our next Outlook 2013 training class will be held on Thursday, October 14, from 10 to 11:15 a.m. in room 226 of the library.

This 75-minute intermediary class will consist of a 45-minute overview and a half-hour lab. Topics will include an in-depth look at how to use rules, the differences between groups and a listserv, the differences between delegation and sharing, and how to use each. The lab will allow time for experimentation as well as a question-and-answer session. Please feel free to bring questions about HSCLink.

Pre-registration is required in Learning Central. Search for “HSCLink Outlook Overview.”

Questions? Contact Mary McCarthy at 925-6904 or MKMcCarthy@salud.unm.edu.
Library to Host Lecture on DrugCentral on October 1

September 15, 2015

Oleg Ursu, PhD, a Research Assistant Professor in the Department of Internal Medicine, will present a lecture on the DrugCentral information resource on Thursday, October 1.

DrugCentral is a curated drug information resource that aggregates information from several knowledge domains. It brings together accurate drug-chemical-structure information with comprehensive coverage of approved and discontinued small-molecule drugs, biological activity profiles, pharmacologic classifications and approved drug indications. Data are accessible via web applications or local database installations.

Ursu will provide an overview of the DrugCentral resource, list major types of information that are aggregated and describe potential biomedical applications of the resource. This lecture is part of the library’s Biomedical Informatics Seminar Series (BioMISS). Presentation runs 10–11 a.m. in the Health Sciences Library and Informatics Center, room 228.

This lecture is part of HSLIC's Biomedical Informatics Seminar Series (BioMISS). Presentation runs 10–11 a.m. at HSLIC, room 228.

The 2015–16 BioMISS season runs through May 2016.
Learn How to Use Zotero for Citation Management on October 14

September 21, 2015

zotero

Our next Zotero training class will be held on Wednesday, October 14, from 1 to 2 p.m. in room 226 of the library.

Zotero is a research tool that helps you gather, organize and analyze sources and then share the results of your research. It's the only research tool that automatically senses content in your web browser, allowing you to add it to your personal library with a single click.

You will learn how to create a free Zotero account, install the necessary software on your computer, import citations from a variety of databases, learn to use Zotero with Google Scholar and capture website information from non-academic databases or resources. The session includes a hands-on component that lets you practice skills such as creating bibliographies and in-text citations. Register in our Zotero LibGuide.

Journal Citation Reports Interface Is Upgraded

September 24, 2015

The Journal Citation Reports (JCR) interface has been upgraded from its previous look and functionality. Now it mimics the interface of Web of Science™.

Added functionality in JCR® includes searching across the science index and the social sciences index simultaneously, as well as added facets that make interaction with the system more dynamic.

To access JCR, go to the “Databases” tab on our home page, then click on the “J” in the alphabetical list.

If you have any questions on the new interface, please contact HSC-Remote@salud.unm.edu.
October 1, 2015

HSLIC will host a lecture on the languages of computing on Thursday, October 15, from 10 to 11 a.m. in room 228 of the library. "The Language of Diversity Computing" will be presented by Jeremy Yang, manager of Systems & Programming in the Translational Informatics Division of the Department of Internal Medicine. This lecture is part of our Biomedical Informatics Seminar Series (BioMISS).

Because the languages of computing are numerous and diverse, it can be challenging to choose an appropriate language for a given task. Yet data are of little value unless represented by semantic systems of languages with appropriate levels of abstraction. Yang will explain the analogy between object-oriented programming and abstraction in biomedical vocabulary and describe the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis (that an individual's thoughts and actions are determined by the language he or she speaks). As an example, he will discuss the differences between ICD-10 and disease ontology.

The 2015-16 lecture series runs through May.
To celebrate National Medical Librarians Month in October, HSLIC has created a poster featuring Lynda S. Welage, PharmD, FCCP, Dean of the UNM College of Pharmacy, reading her favorite book. Dean Welage chose *Miracle on the Mesa: A History of the University of New Mexico 1889–2003* by William E. Davis because it chronicles the launch of the UNM College of Pharmacy in 1945. The College is celebrating its 70th anniversary this year.

Copies of the poster are being displayed throughout the Health Sciences Center campus this month. We recognize and appreciate the valuable services our medical librarians provide to the HSC community.

The American Library Association launched the "READ Campaign" in 1985, featuring photos of celebrities reading books, to promote literacy nationwide.
BioMISS Lecture to Focus on Ethical Thinking About Social Media on December 3rd

October 12, 2015

On Thursday, December 3rd, Anne Simpson, MD, will present a lecture at the library about ethics and social media.

Social media has rapidly evolved and captured a multitude of participants. Have we truly considered the unintended consequences of using certain forms of social media — like short messaging systems (SMS)? In her talk, titled “Ethical Thinking About Social Media,” Dr. Simpson will review the concepts of morals and ethics, discuss our professional obligation to protect privacy and confidentiality with the use of SMS and answer the question “Who owns your messages?”

This lecture is part of the library’s Biomedical Informatics Seminar Series (BioMISS). Presentation runs 10–11 a.m. in HSLIC, room 228. Everyone is invited to attend.
Please Comment on Our Revised Collection Development Manual by Monday, Nov. 16

October 15, 2015

The Resources, Archives and Discovery unit at HSLIC is revising its Collection Development Manual, which explains how collection decisions are made. It describes the various formats of materials the library collects, selection criteria for new additions to the collection and ownership vs. access.

The manual will be available on the HSLIC website through Monday, November 16, for public comment. We appreciate your input!

Outlook Training Class to Be Held at Library on Tuesday, November 3

October 15, 2015

If you have questions about Outlook functions or want to learn something new, attend our next Outlook training class on Tuesday, Nov. 3. This intermediate-level class will be held from 11 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. in room 226 of the library. It consists of a 45-minute overview and a 30-minute lab.

Topics in the “HSCLink Outlook Overview” class include an in-depth look at how to use rules, the differences between groups and a listserv, the differences between delegation and sharing, and how to use each. The lab will allow time for experimentation, as well as a Q&A session. Bring your laptop with Outlook 2011 pre-installed and configured.

Please pre-register in Learning Central. Log in with your UNM NetID, then type “HSCLink Outlook Overview” or “HSC 1312” into the “Search Catalog” box at the right side of the screen.

Questions? Contact Mary McCarthy at 925-6904 or MKMcCarthy@saiud.unm.edu.
On November 5, Learn How Semantic MEDLINE Enhances Medical Care in the Navajo Nation

October 15, 2015

On Thursday, Nov. 5, HSLIC will host a lecture on how Semantic MEDLINE is used to provide health care to the Navajo Nation. "Semantic MEDLINE and Navajo Health" will be presented by Jared Tso, an electrical engineering student at UNM. This summer, Tso completed the Washington Internship for Native Students at American University in Washington, D.C., through the National Library of Medicine.

In this talk, Tso will describe the basic outline of Semantic MEDLINE, explain what a semantic predication is and describe the process of automatic summarization. Using natural language processing and graph analysis, Semantic MEDLINE sits on top of PubMed and helps guide the user through the contents of relevant MEDLINE citations. The application helps Navajo health care providers, researchers, students and policy makers provide quality medical care.

The presentation will be held from 10 to 11 a.m. in HSLIC, room 228.

The 2015–16 lecture series runs through May.
Learn How to Use Zotero for Citation Management on November 18th

October 15, 2015

Our next Zotero training class will be held on Wednesday, November 18th, from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in room 226 of the library.

Zotero is a research tool that helps you gather, organize and analyze sources and then share the results of your research. It's the only research tool that automatically senses content in your web browser, allowing you to add it to your personal library with a single click.

In this session, you will learn how to create a free Zotero account, install the necessary software on your computer, import citations from a variety of databases, learn to use Zotero with Google Scholar and capture website information from non-academic databases or resources. The session includes a hands-on component that lets you practice skills such as creating bibliographies and in-text citations. Please pre-register in our Zotero LibGuide.
September-October Issue of adobe medicus Posted Online

October 20, 2015

The September-October issue of our bimonthly newsletter is now available. In this issue of adobe medicus, you’ll learn about a new clinical informatics fellowship, the HSC’s new data governance initiative, completion of phase 1 of the Memorial for Anatomical Donors, the library’s envoy liaison program and more.

We Are Shifting Stacks to Make Room for a New 46-Seat Classroom in the Library

October 22, 2015

A new 46-seat classroom will be built on the 4th floor of HSLIC soon and should be available for HSC classes this coming spring. To make room for the classroom, HSLIC will be shifting the books and collapsing seven book ranges. Shifting will occur between October 26 and November 25 during normal business hours. We apologize for any inconvenience or noise this may cause.
Shelf Removal on Dec. 12th Will Cause Noise

December 7, 2015

On Saturday, December 12th, bookshelves on the 4th floor of the library will be continue to be dismantled and removed to make room for a new 46-seat classroom. We apologize for the noise this activity will cause.

Read the Last Library Newsletter of 2015

December 9, 2015

The November-December issue of our bimonthly newsletter is now available. In this issue of adobe medicus, you will learn about the new classroom being built at the library, our new subscription to Springer Protocols and HSLIC faculty members who have received awards.
Help Us Recognize Exceptional Students with Your Nominations by January 28th

December 14, 2015

Faculty members, do you know a School of Medicine, College of Nursing or College of Pharmacy student who deserves recognition? Each year, the Health Sciences Library and Informatics Center (HSLIC) solicits nominations from faculty members in nursing, pharmacy, and medicine for student awards.

Each student who wins an award will receive a certificate and $100. The awards recognize students who excel in various aspects of biomedical informatics, including teaching, research, and information seeking and critical appraisal. For instructions on what to submit and to whom, please visit our student awards web page. Nominations must be submitted by close of business on Thursday, January 28th.

Thank you for helping us recognize exceptional students.